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Empirical

RESEARCH QUESTION 1 RESEARCH QUESTION 2 RESEARCH QUESTION 3

Why is the answer to whether ESG investing improves portfolio 

performance still contested?

Which portfolio performance methods have produced the most consistent 

results and why? Do certain methods produce skewed results in terms of 

positive, negative or neutral findings?

Are there methodological similarities between studies that influence 

the distribution of positive, negative and neutral findings? 

Contribute to finding answers regarding Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors’ influence on risk and return aspects of traditional investing that many publications and researchers aim to address, including 

providing insight that may deliver more consistent and/or informative conclusions concerning the ESG investing and risk-adjusted return (RAR) paradox

Identify what is preventing consistent conclusions to questions surrounding performance and address associated concerns   |  Identify trends or similarities in research methodologies and findings   |   Understand how 

certain recurring methods may influence results in future studies so researchers may be cognizant of such relationships during method formulation   |   Provide a foundation for future studies to reference 

Objectives

ESG Investing

Modern Portfolio Theory

Systematic Literature Review Methodology

Scope

Papers reviewed conducted 

studies within the last 5 years 

to determine the relationship 

between ESG and RAR 

within the US equity market.

Methodology

Data gathered from 

publications were classified 

and coded so trends, 

differences, commonalities, 

and gaps may be identified 

and analyzed to produce 

suggestions for future 

research. The classification 

includes five subjects, 

numbered 1-5 and coded by 

letters A through I. A total of 

13 papers were reviewed 

after exclusions.

Key Findings

Modern Portfolio Theory

15%

85%

0%

ESG and RAR Relationships Results Methodology per Relationship Results

85% of the papers reviewed found a neutral ESG and RAR relationship, whereas 15% 

found a positive relationship

Most papers with neutral findings used a concept/model building or internal 

performance comparison to find the relationship

Many studies with neutral findings who used methodology codes A and B possibly over-

diversified their portfolios, with some including 400 assets per portfolio

The only paper using an empirical testing methodology concluded with positive results; the 

other with positive findings only included ~40 assets per test portfolio  

Moving Forward

Short Term

Consider the effect of over-

diversification on findings 

pertaining to the relationship 

between ESG and RAR

Include a more diverse set of 

methodologies, particularly 

by including more empirical 

testing

Long Term

ESG investing contradicts some key assumptions of MPT, 

suggesting the assumptions may be too rigid and require 

revisitation.

To account for nonfinancial factors in investing:

Include a third dimension to the efficient frontier

Risk + Return + IMPACT (Fullwiler, 2016)

Consider an ESG alpha alongside traditional alpha, measuring 

the excess nonfinancial utility derived from sustainable 

investments (Dunn, 2009)

ESG investing is anticipated to increase significantly in the 

coming years as millennials, who value financial return and 

nonfinancial return more so than other generations, are 

anticipated to inherit ~$30 trillion (Curtis, 2019). 

Global ESG AUM have been growing at a significant pace, and 

as the financial markets globalize, it would be in the US’ best 

interest to understand this form of investing and adapt (US SIF, 2020).
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